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We show that when the nature of the preparation and observation processes are included in the quantum mechanical 
descrlptlon of intramolecular energy transfer, HeUer’s argument for the nonergodlcity of Isolated degenerate quantum 
systems must be modlfed The obsewatlon of nonergodic behavror in such systems IS discussed. 

Consrder a system of coupled nonlinear oscillators. 
It IS now well established [1] that the classical mechan- 
1ca1 tralectones of such a system are quasrpenodic 
at low energy and stochastrc at high energy; the tran- 
sitron between these domams of different behavror 
occurs over a small energy range, the location of 
whrch depends on the system hamrltonian The cor- 
respondmg quantum mechanical behavior was stud- 
red by Nordholm and Rice [?I. who exammed the 
nature of the statronary states when represented m 
a surtable harmomc oscillator basis. They proposed 
that the quantum mechamcal analogue of the transr- 
tron from quasipenodrc to stochastic trajectones IS 
a dramatrc change m the drstnbutron of amphtude 
amongst the basrs functions; at low energy only a 
few basrs functions contnbute to the wavefunction, 
whereas at high energy all equienergetic combinations 
of basis functrons contrrbute to the wavefunction. 
Although thrs cntenon IS basis dependent, and to 
some extent subjective, it has been venfied by studies 
of the nodal distnbutron of the wavefunction [3], 
and by studies of the nature of the representatron of 
the system wavefunctron in the natural orbital basis 

]31- 
Heller [4], in an important contnbution, has 

pomted out the exrstence of interference effects that 
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lead to a fundamental drfference between the quan- 
tum mechanical and classicaI mechanical behavior 
of systems of coupled nonhnear oscillators. He show- 
ed, usmg only group theoretical argrlments, that non- 
hnear oscillator systems which have symmetries lead- 
ing to degenerate quantum states do not transfer 
energy equrvalently to rigorously equivalent phase 
space locatrons. In particular, if the initral state is a 
wave packet, Heller shows that the time averaged 
probdbdrty of finding the system in the initial state 
is larger than that of finding the system in states 
which are symmetricaily equivalent. This behavior, 
which IS Independent of energy, contradicts the be- 
havior expected when the corresponding classical 
mechanical trajectory is stochastrc, since in the latter 
case the time averaged probabilities for fiiding the 
system in symmetrically equivalent states are equal_ 

The interference effects, destructive in some re- 
gions of phase space and constructive in other regions, 
represent only one of the fundamental differences 
between the quantum mechanical and cIassicaI 
mechanical descriptions of a system. An equally irnpor- 
tant difference arises from the nature of the observa- 
tlon process. In this note we demonstrate that the 
means that must be used to prepare the system in an 
initial state of the type discussed by HeIIer, or to verI- 
fy the prediction that the time averaged probabilities 
of finding the system in symmetricaIIy equivaIent 
states are not the same, destroy the basis for the lack 
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of equality of tune averaged amphtudes. Thus the 
complete quantum mechantcal descrrptlon, mcludmg 
the nature of the observatron, must be used to detx- 
mme if there IS asymptottc behavior which IS neces- 
sarrly dtfferent from that of the classical mechamcal 
descrrption. 

Heller’s argument can be summarrzed as follows. 
Let Q, be the wavefunctron of the imtral state. The 
tnn2 averaged probabrhty of findmg the system m 
[I:2 state Gb IS [2] 

WilPrC /j, = la>(ol, and & = 16>(61 arc the density 
operators correspondmg to I/I, and J/b Supposz the 
elgenfuncttons of the system hamtltoman are Q,,,. 
where tz labels the energy and I the degeneracy. Then 

+a = c %1%111- $,=Cb @ )?I, nII- (3) 
II I III 1 

so tlut (1) can be rewrtttcn m the form 

Ptalb) = fI;G 1 f;Q,lIb,ptzj2 = ~~~,~-b,~l’. (3) 

Hcll2r now compares P(Q~Q) wtth P(QIRQ). where R 

1s LI s) mmetry opcr.rtton Because R IS rzpresented 
by a unrt.rry matrrl whtch preserves length, rt IS found 
thlt 

Iu,;b,,l’ =la,,-~(R)a,,i2~la,,-a,112, 

wh~cli miphes 

(4) 

P(ala) > P(alRa). (5) 

The prediction lmphed by (5) IS not meanmgful 
unless the means of preparation of the imtial state and 
of observatron are both specrfied. We now note that 
m order to drfferentrate betlveen symmetry equrvalent 
states of an tsolated system it 1s necessary to break the 
rsolatron and the symmrtry. I e both the preparatton 
and the measurement process necessarily mtroduces 
rnto the total hamrltonian for the system and the 
measuring apparatus a term which lifts the degeneracy 
of the stat2s of the Isolated system hamlltonian. When 
that degeneracy 1s Itfted Heller’s argument ceases to 
be valid. For simphcrty. only the mfluence of observa- 
tron wrll be analyzed below, a parallel argument can 

be used to describe the preparation process. 

210 

Consider, as an example, the Henon-Hedes hamtl- 
toman. The porentlal energy surface m this case has 
three fold symmetry and belongs to the group C3,- 

U(r,0)=~$+~Xr3sm3~. (6) 

We imagm2 using a two level system as a measuring 
apparatus to dlfferenrlate the three equivalent states 
[5,6] . thr spur up state of the measuring apparatus 
~11 be correlated wth $a and spm down post- 
tron with $b_ The inltid state of the measurmg ap- 
paratus is, then, spin up. The utteraction between the 
system and the measurmg apparatus 1s taken to be 

fiI =g(t)sm(~O)(~_v - $,, (7) 

where g(f) specifies the tune dependence of the 
probmg interactron and c_x IS the appropnate angular 
momrntum operator of the two lev21 measurement 
apparatus A measurement 1s mad2 as follows: the 
system IS probed, subject to the mteractton hamd- 
tonian (7), for a pzrlod such that 

t 

s 
g(r) dr = ZT#‘” _ (8) 

v 

As a result of this probing, the final stat2 of the meas- 
uring apparatus records the ttme dveraged probabih- 
ty P(alb) m a system m whtch the threefold degener- 
acy has been lifted. Although the form chosen for 
hi, in (7) IS specrfic, the prmcrple implied IS general- 
ly valid; we conclude that eq (5) describes a sttua- 
tton which 1s necessarily drsturbed by the observatron 
process. 

The result of tlus andlysrs of the Influence of ob- 
servattons on the asymptotrc distribution of amph- 
tude in a quantum mecharucal system only shows 
that the interference effects m a system with degen- 
erate states that would prohlblt quasi-ergodtc behav- 
ior are perturbed by observation, the result does not 
show that quast-ergodrc behavior must be observrd, 
nor does tt show that tt is impossible to observe the 
consequences of (5). Imagme an ensemble of systems 
wth mreraction (6) prepared m a coherent state. Sup- 
pose the measurement process is carned out, at drf- 
ferent times t i < t2 < . . . on different rephcas of the 
ensemble. Although each measurement on one replica 
alters the amphtude drstnbutron in that replica, ren- 
dering it ~~212~s for further measurements, we imagine 
that m the absence of measurements (5) holds so that 
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measurements on different rephcas wdl yield behavior 
different from that predicted If (5) does not hold. The 
vahdlty of 011s interpretation wdl depend on the na- 
ture of the preparation process and of the observa- 
tion made, and each case must be examined for spe- 
cial charactenstics. For example, one way of ob- 
servmg interference effects that prevent attainment 
of ergodlclty, and to avold havmg the measuring pro- 
cess hft the degeneracy of the isolated system. IS to 
determme the values of a set of operators that com- 
mute with the symmetry operators of the isolated 
system. In the case of the Henon-Hedes system one 
such operator is the angular momentum. Because the 

_ potenttal energy operator (6) has C3v symmetry, pos- 
sable changes m the angular momentum must satrsfy 
selection rules and therefore, the angular momentum 
wll not change m an ergodic fashion. 
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